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Abstract

example of program development involving five steps is
consistent with this style :

There is a growing interest in the notion that programs can
be constructed and manipulated in much the same way as are
expressions in say the calculus of arithmetic. Ideally, complex executable specifications would be constructed from
simpler specijications, using a small set of operators with
‘nice’ algebraic properties, and subsequently transformed
to more efficient provably equivalent forms using algebraic
identities. These activities are facilitated if the executable
specifications are variable-free, have little explicit recursion
and are expressed in terms of higher order functions that
capture common patterns of computation. In this paper we
show how this approach might be used in the calculation
of programs constructed as executable specifications of attribute grammars.
We have implemented a ‘calculus of interpreters’ in a
higher order, pure, lazy functional programming language
Miranda’. The resulting programming environment may be
thought of as a step towards the realisation of a suggestion made in 1971 by Knuth [9] that executable attribute
grammars might provide a viable declarative programming
language.

i. Some formal method is used to obtain a correct executable specification of a required nth order function. For example, a first order function sumlis t
which sums the elements of a list may be derived from
a structural inductive proof as follows: the empty list is
identified as an appropriate basecaseand the first line of
the definition immediately follows; the inductive hypothesis is that the recursive call ( sumlis t es ) does what
is required, the problem is thereby reduced to defining
a non-recursive function which we name g in this particular example. The specification of g follows from an
intuitive understanding of what sumlist
is required to
do. The resulting definitions may be encodeddirectly in
a higher order, pure, lazy, functional programming language such as MirandaTM [lo] as follows :
sumlist
sumlist

[]
(e:es)

= 0
= g e (sumlist
es)
where g e n = e + n

This reads as follows : sumlist
applied to an empty
list returns 0; sumlist
applied to a list consisting of an
element e followed by a list of elements es returns the
result obtained by applying the function g to e and the
result obtained by applying sum1 ist recursively to es.
The function g takes two arguments and returns their
sum as result. Note that function application is denoted
by juxtaposition and is left associative. The parentheses
on the right hand side of the function definition are used
for grouping.
ii. Parameterisation is used to obtain a higher order
function that captures the ‘pattern’ of the specific function from which it is derived. This involves replacing
the ‘constants’ which appear on the RHS of the definition of the original function by parameterswhose values
are passedin as argumentsto the new function. Parameterising 0 and + in the definition of sumlist
above
gives :

1 Introduction
A number of researchershave argued convincingly for a
style of programming that focuses attention on a small collection of higher order functions which capture common
patterns of computation. Programs are expressedas combinations of partial applications of these functions. Some
of the higher order functions may be defined recursively,
but once that is done further explicit use of recursion and
induction is avoided. The approach results in variable-free
or nearly variable-free programs that may be readily transformed to more efficient forms using algebraic identities associated with the higher order functions. Backus [l] refers
to this style of programming as ‘function level’ programming and Bird [2] as program ‘calculation’. The following
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[]
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One more application of ‘substitution of equals’ gives :

The $ symbol is used to indicate that the function op is
being used as an infix operator.
.. .
111. Algebraic identities associatedwith the higher order
functions are proven and documented. For example,
the following identity holds between foldr
and the
function map, defined below, if g distributes over op.
The operator ’ . ’ is function composition :
foldr

(op) u . map g

where map f
[I
map f (e:es)

=

g . foldr

double-and

V.

Programsare ‘correct through construction’ owing to the
fact that they are derived from proofs and transformed
using proven or given identities.
The higher order functions that are developed are more
general than the specific functions from which they were
derived.
The problems of correctnessand efficiency are separated
and thereby simplified. Provably correct function definitions can in some cases be transformed to provably
equivalent more efficient forms using established algebraic identities.

(op) u

= [I
= f e : map f es

Recognising theseadvantages,we wondered if the approach
described above could be used in the calculation of programs constructed as interpreters. If so, further advantages
should result :

= foldr
(+) 0
= foldr
(*) 1
= foldr
put-on-end
[I
where
put-on-end
e 1 = 1 ++ [e]

The approachcould be scaledup to deal with larger problems : with a little change in perspective, many complex
large scale programs can be regarded as interpreters and
structured as attribute grammars.
Proving the correctness of, and transforming, programs
constructed in a calculus of interpreters should be facilitated for the reasonsgiven above. The advantageof this
is most obvious in programs that are clearly language
processors : compilers, transformers, theorem provers,
databasequery processorsetc.

where the operator ++ appends lists.
Programs that involve explicit or implicit use of the
higher order functions may be transformed using algebraic identities that have been proven and documented for the higher order functions together with
other identities such as those introduced in definitions.
This transformation is facilitated if the code to be transformed is variable-free and does not contain explicit recursion. For example, supposethat we had a function
double which doubled its argument, we could define
a function double-and-add
as follows such that applying double-and-add
to the list [ 1,2,3 I would
result in 12 :
double-and-add

= sumlist

Our long term goal is to provide a completely formal
approach to the calculation of programs constructed as
interpreters. Progress to date is as follows :
Cl We have madean initial attempt at formulating a calculus
of interpreters. We have implemented the operators of
this calculus as higher order functions in the lazy functional programming language Miranda. These functions
can be used to ‘glue’ interpreters together to make more
complex interpreters.The interpreters so constructed are
lazy, and fully generaldependenciesbetween synthesised
and inherited attributes can be specified. The top-level of
these specifications are nearly completely variable-free.
Cl We have identified a viable approach for constructing
interpreters in the calculus and have tested the approach
in a number of applications including theorem provers,
natural language interpreters, and ‘transformers’ in a
VLSI designer’s assistant.
q We are developing a syntax-directed editor that will
guide programmers,fill in parts of the syntax, and pre-

. map double

We can transform the RHS of this by substituting sumlist
with the expression foldr
(+) 0 which is equal
to it by definition :
double-and-add

= foldr

(+) 0 . map double

Owing to the fact that double distributes over the binary operator (+) , we can use the algebraic law in (iii)
above to rewrite the RHS :
double-and-add

= double

. foldr

. sumlist

Various advantagesderive from ‘calculating’ programs in
such a way :

Note that function application has a higher binding
power than any operator.
iv. Variable-free definitions of the original and of other
useful functions are obtained by partial application
of the higher order functions. For example :
sumlist
productlist
reverselist

add = double

(+) 0
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vent certain types of errors from being made. A prototype that was built using the Cornell Synthesizer Generator is described in [5].

In order to simplify the following, we shall assume that
all terminals are made from character strings. Under this
assumption, there is no need to introduce the constructor
WORDTERM and the type terminal
can be introduced by
the following type synonym declaration :

Use of the calculus results in clear and modular programs
in which language processing parts are cleanly separated
from those parts involving computations in standardcalculi.
One of the main advantages of the approach is that it is
‘tolerant’ : even if the original specification is inaccurate
or incomplete, the work done in implementing a prototype
is not wasted; the higher order functions that are derived
from it can be used to implement a more adequatesolution
to the more accurately specified problem and also to solve
new problems. We give examples in section 4.
We have experimented with a number of methodologies
for transforming programs constructed in the calculus but
have not yet identified an approach which is ideally suited
to the transformation of lazy attribute grammars. This is
the topic of our ongoing research. We present an example
of informal transformation in section 7.

terminal

l

l

2.1.3 The type of interpreters
All interpreters are of type :
[([attribute],

That is, an interpreter is a function which maps a list of
[terminal])
to a list of
pairs of the same type.
Explanation :
i.

([attribute],[terminal])

as is a context,

is a sequenceof terminal symbols to be interpreted in the context as.
ts

iii. Each atts-terms-pair (as ’ , t s ’ ) in the list that is
output by an interpreter is related to a single pair (as,
ts) in the input such that :
as' = a subset of the union of as and the interpretation of some initial segmentof ts,
t s ’ = a list of the remaining uninterpreted terminal symbols in ts .

CHARTERM char I WORDTERMM[char]
I NUMTERMnum
VAL num I RES num
I NOUNVAL [num] I SORT [char]

iv. Interpreters return lists of atts-terms-pairs because a
sequenceof terminals may have more than one interpretation.
v. We have chosen to regard interpreters as accepting lists
of atts-terms pairs for a number of reasons, one being
that it simpliEes their composition.

The first definition introduces four identiEers : the
type name terminal
, and the cOnsrruCt.O~SCHARTERM,
WORDTERMand NUMTERM, which are of the following types
respectively :
char
[char]
num

LetUSCdlaValUeOftype

an 'atts-terms-pair'.
ii. Each atts-terms pair (as, ts ) that is in the list that is
input to an interpreter is such that :

2.1.1 The primitive types
There are two primitive types : terminal and attribute.
Both of these types are primitive with respect to the calculus. However, for a given application, they are introduced
using an algebraic type definition, eg :

::=

[terminal])]
-> [([attribute],[terminal])]

pairs of type ([attribute],

2.1 The Type Structure

attribute

If T iS type, then [T I is the type of lists whose elements
are of type T.
If Tl to Tn are types, then (Tl , . . . . , Tn) is the type
of tuples with objects of these types as components.
If Tl and T2 are types, then Tl->T2
is the type of
functions with arguments in Tl and results in T2.

l

In this section, we present an informal description of a Erst
attempt at a calculus of interpreters. Formal definitions of
the operators are given in Appendix A.
All definitions are given in a functional notation that
requires only minor changes to be run in concrete lazy
functional languages. The particular changes required to
convert the definitions to executableMiranda code are given
in Appendix B.

::=

== [char]

2.1.2 The basic type structure

2 A Calculus Of Interpreters

terminal

VAL 2

WORDTERM "two"

-> terminal
-> terminal
-> terminal

2.2 The interpreters fail

and succeed

There are two distinguished interpreters, fail that always
fails and succeed that always succeeds. The interpreter
fail returns the empty list for all inputs. The interpreter
succeed always rCtUmS its input as result.

The second definition introduces Eve identifiers.
Given such definitions, the following are examples of
values of type terminal and attribute
respectively :
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2.3 Lists and Tuples

2.43 The operator i

The operator I is of type :

Lists of expressions may be made using square brackets
and commas eg :
[VAL

1, VAL 2,

21 ++ [VAL 31
=>
[VAL

1,VAL

2,VAL

(p

[VAL

2.4.1 The operator term

type :

(terminal,[attributeI)

->

interpreter

input

= p input

+t

q input

of an interpreter
us-bill
1 br-bill

Example
use of the interpreter
us-or-uk-bill
[ ([I, ["billion",
"xx"])]
=> [([VAL
10-9,
DERIV "USA"],
([VAL 10-12,
DERIV "UK"],

2.4 The Operators
of

I q)

Example
definition
us - or-uk-bill
=

11)

The operator term is

->

That is, I takes two interpreters as input and returns an
‘alternate’ interpreter as result. This alternate interpreter
applies both of the component interpreters to the input and
appends their results.

31

The elements of a list must all be of the same type. A
sequenceof elements of mixed type is called a tuple, and
is written using parentheseseg :
("one",

interpreter

The operator I is best described by giving its formal definition :

VAL 31

Lists may be appendedusing the polymorphic operator ++
whichis of type [*I --> [*I --> [*I eg:
[VAL l,VAL

->

interpreter

interpreter

["xx"]),
["xx"])1

2.4.4 The operator excl-I

That is, term takes as input a pair, consisting of a single
terminal symbol followed by a list of attributes (the meaning
of the terminal symbol), and returns an interpreter for that
terminal symbol.

The operator excl-1
is similar to I except that it only
applies the secondinterpreter if the first fails. The operator
exe l- 1 can be used in place of I to improve the efficiency
of certain types of interpreter.

Example
us-bill

definitions
of
= term
("billion",

2.4.5 The operator @

uk-bill

= term

("billion",

interpreters
[VAL 10^9,
DERIV "USA"])
[VAL 10*12,
DERIV "UK"] )

Example
use of interpreters
us - bill
[([],I"billion","."l)l
=>
[([VAL
10-9,
DERIV
uk-bill

[ ([],["two","."l)]

"USA"],
=>

The function @is of type :
interpreter

["."])I

[I

The operator ! is of type :
->

->

interpreter

Example
br-numb

definition
= !"(I'

of an interpreter
@ numb
@ ! 11) 11

Example
br-numb

use of the interpreter
[([1,["(","2",")","xx"]~]
=>
[ ([V-U

21, ["="I)

I

interpreter

The operator ! takes a single terminal symbol as input and
returns an interpreter that recognises that terminal symbol
but does not interpret it. The attributes in the input to the
interpreter, ie the ‘inherited’ context, are simply copied into
the output from the interpreter.
Example
definition
clbr
= !")I'
Example
use
clbr
[([VAL
=>

interpreter

This operator composesits argumentsin the opposite order
to that which is usual in mathematical notation.

2.4.2 The operator !
terminal

->

of

Such combinations of ! and @can be used to ‘peel’ off
those terminals in the input that serve only as syntactic
markers. However, @has other uses. For example, it allows
interpreters to be pipelined. When a composite interpreter
pl @ p2 is given some input inp, the interpreter pl is
applied to inp first, then the results of this application are
fed into ~2. In particular, the attributes that are synthesised
by p 1 constitute the contexts for ~2. Whatever terminal
symbols are not ‘consumed’ by pl are examined, and if
recognised, are interpretered by pz.
So far, we have not considered any context dependent,
or context sensitive, interpreters. We now introduce a
construct that allows such interpreters to be defined.

an interpreter

of the interpreter
101,[")","xx"]~]
[ ([VAL 101, ["xx"])]

Notice that contexts such as IVAL 101 ‘pass unchanged’
through interpreters that are constructed using !.
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2.5 Specification of Executable
Attribute Grammars

is equal to the result of applying the attribute function
add to a list of attributes containing :

l

a.

Interpreters can be defined as executableattribute grammars
in the calculus. The construct used for doing this involves
the symbol 1c,followed by a ‘production’ then a set of
‘attribute rules’ :

b.

i. The ‘production’ denotes the indentity and the order of
application of the component interpreters.
ii. The ‘attribute rules’ denote :

iii. The interpreter add-two-numbs’ recognises a structure that consists of a structure sl of type numb followed by a structure ~2 of type context-numb.

how the inherited context attributes of the ‘component’ interpreters are to be calculated from the
context attributes of the interpreter being defined
together with the synthesisedattributes that are returned by any of the other componentinterpreters,
how the attributes, that are to be returned by the
interpreter being defined, are to be synthesised
from the attributes in the context given as input
to the interpreter and the synthesisedattributes of
any of the component interpreters.

a.

b.

the VAL attribute that was synthesised(1) for the
numb sl,
the VAL attribute that was passeddown as context
(4) to the interpreter context-numb.

a.

b.

By semantic rule 2.3, the RES synthesised
for the left hand side lhs (ie returned by
add-two-numbs’) , is equal to the result of applying the attribute function same as to a list
of attributes containing the VAL a&&e that was
synthesisedforthe context-numb
s2.
By semantic rule 2.4, the VAL attribute inherited
as context by the numb s2 is equal to the result
of applying the attribute function same to a list
of attributes containing the VAL attribute that was
synthesised for the numb sl.

The following are examples of the use of the ?I,construct :
Note that :

of interpreters

definitions

Example

add-two-numbs =

The interpreters add-two-numbs and add-two-numbs’
are equivalent to the interpreter add-two-numbs” defined as follows :.

l

4 (sl numb . . . s2 numb)
[rule 2.1 (RES T lhs)

<- add [VAL t sl,
VAL t ~213

add-two-numbs

numb =

context
1c, (sl

ilmb)

[rule
add-two
?,b (sl

l

2.2

number' =
llumb . . . s2 context~numb)

[rule
rule

2.3
2.4

(RES 1 lhs)
(VAL 1 s2)

l

<- same IRES t ~21 r
<- same LVAL t ~111

l

attribute

functions

add

[VAL x, VAL y] = RES (x + y)

same

[xl

=

x

These definitions may be read as follows :
i. The interpreter add-two-numbs recognises a structure
that consists of a sub-structure sl of ‘type’ numb followed by a sub-structure s2 of ‘type’ numb. By semantic rule 2.1, the RES attribute that is synthesised(t) for
the left hand side lhs (ie returned by add-two-numbs)
is equal to the result obtained by applying the attribute
&n&on add to a list of attributes containing the VAL
attributes that were synthesised for the numbs sl and
s2.
ii. The interpreter context-numb recognises a structure
that consists of a structure sl of type numb. By
semantic rule 2.2, the RES attribute that is synthesised
for the left hand side (ie returned by context-numb),

= numb

@ context-numb

All attribute functions are of type :
[attribute]

(RES t Zhs) <- add [VAL t sl,
VAL 1 lhs]]

rf

-> attribute

ie they are all functions from lists of attributes to a single
attribute.
The order of the attribute rules within a definition is
irrelevant.
If the ‘names’ of the synthesisedand inherited attributes
are disjoint, then t and 1 can both be replaced by $
which is to be read as ‘of. This removesall procedurality
in the definitions excepting that the attribute rules are
used as left to right re-writes.

Example

use of

add-two-numbs
context-numb

interpreters

[([1,["1","2","."1)1
=> [([RES
[([VAL

31, ["."I)

]

101,["2","."1)1
=> [([RES 121,l"."])]

Although we have not given an example here, an inherited
(context) attribute for an interpreter can be defined in terms
of synthesisedattributes returned by interpreters to its right
in the production. That is, context sensitive interpreters
may be constructed using +. There are no restrictions on
the attribute dependencies that are allowed. It is up to
the user to ensure that definitions do not contain circular
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2.8.1 Mint
The function mkint

dependencies. The only restriction in 1c,structures is that
the productions must not be left recursive.

2.6 Binding

[(terminal,[attribute])]

Powers

Comments
prefix
prefix
associative
associative
associative
associative

and commutative
and commutative

Example

Example

2.7 Laws and Equivalences

numb

The following are examples of laws and equivalences that
hold in the calculus :

numb

i. succeed is a left and right identity for @
ii. fail is a left and right identity for both I and excl- I
iii. For all pl and p2,
q

++

q excl-I

p2 = p4
where
p2 = II, (sl po . . . s2 pl)
[rule
k (Al t lhs)

p

p3 = 4

(sl po . . . s2 p3)
[rule
1 (Al 1 lhs)<[rule
m (A2 1 s2) <(sl pl)
[rule
n (Al

1 lhs)<-

f

(!t

@ p) [ (atts,

2.8 Auxiliary

(t:ts))

I =

[char]

the

lo-9]),
10-121)

I

interpreter

["two","xx"])
]
=>
[ ([VAL 21, [“xx”l)

1

["billion",
"xx"])]
=>
[ ([VAL 10^9]
, ["XX"]),
([VAL 10-121, ["xx"])]

->

[terminal]

This function takes a list of charactersand returns a list of
terminals. For example :
"man and dog"

=>

["man",

"and",

"dog"]

3 Example of a Program
Constructed in the Calculus

1 ~21,
t sl]]

From now on, we shall refer to a program constructedin the
calculus as a ‘passage’, standing for “program constructed
as a specification of an attribute grammar”.
The passagethat we presentin this section is a simple one
that serves only to illustrate the use of the operators. The
top level interpreter in the passagereturns the numerical
value obtained by parsing and evaluating expressionssuch
as “(one plus two plus one>“,“minus (one plus two)“, “(one
minus two)“, etc.
We begin by defining a ‘recogniser’ that is adequatefor
the examples of input that have been given. The list of
attribute rules is empty in each production. Later, we ‘flesh
out’ the recogniser by adding attribute rules.

f[A2 1 lhs,
A3 t ~111

v. For all interpreters p, lists of attributes atts,
t, and lists of terminals ts :

of

ll),
21),
[VAL
[VAL

This function is of type :

[A2 t sl,
A3 t ~211

same[Al
same[A2

[([I,

an interpreter

[("one",[VAL
("two",
[VAL
("billion",
("billion",

use
[([I,

of

2.8.2 words

words
<-

interpreter

Interpreters that are constructed using mkint return a list
of results, one for each terminal in the dictionary that is
recognised.

iv. For all interpreters po, pl, ~2, ~3, ~4, allattribute
constructors Al, A2, A3, all attribute functions f, and
all numbers k, 1 , m and n, the following equivalence
holds :

p4 = +

definition

numb = mkint

Function application is denoted by juxtaposition and is left
associative. Function application is more binding than any
operator.

p I q=pexcl-I

->

This operator takes as input a ‘dictionary’ comprising a
list of pairs, each of which consists of a single terminal
symbol followed by a list of attributes (the meaning of the
terminal symbol), and returns as result an interpreter for
that dietionary.

The following lists the operators in order of decreasing
binding power :
Operator
term
!
I
excl
I
++ @

is of type :

terminals

p[(atts,ts)]

Functions and Abbreviations

The following are examples of useful auxiliary functions
and abbreviations.
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PASSAGE#l
summ = $(sl
I $(sl

numb)
numb...s2

example, only ‘synthesised’ attributes are used. An example
in which inherited attributes are used is given later.
The following equivalent non-executable specification of
surtun expressedin a common notation used for attribute
grammars may help in reading the above :

[I
!"plus"...s3

subtraction
=
$~,(sl numb...s2

summ)

!"minus"...s3

[I

numb)

[]

summ ::= numb
compound
br-compound

= subtraction
= !"("

I summ

@ compound

summ.val
@

= br-compound
!"minus"...
I $(sl

s2 br-compound)

::=

expr
=>

We now flesh out the attribute grammar by adding appropriate attribute rules. The interpreter numb is defined as in
sub-section 2.8.1.

$(sl

numb...s2
[rule
3.2

(VAL 1 lhs)

<-

same[VAL

!"plus"...s3
(VAL t lhs)

<-

summ)
add[VAL
t sl,
VAL t ~311

subtraction
=
$(sl
numb...s2
!"minus"...s3
[rule
3.3 (VAL t lhs)
<-

compound

=

br-compound

= !"("

I

@ compound

t ~111

summ
@

[rule
same

add
sub
negate

3.4

s2 br-compound)
(VAL t lhs)
<- negate[VAL

[xl
[VAL x,
[VAL x,
[VAL x]

VAL y]
VAL y]

=x
= VAL
= VAL
= VAL

1‘ I

"minus
[ ([],words
[([VAL
(-3)],["."])]

(two

plus

two.")]
),

one) .I')]

! 11) '1

expr =
br-compound

1c,(sl !"minus"...

summl
t = add[numb.val
t , summl.val

The interpreters expr, summ, etc are of limited applicability. For example, expr cannot handle input such as
“minus (two times (three A two))“.
It is often the case that the examples presented by potential users of software are not comprehensive; in many
casesthe potential users cannot specify their requirements
fully until they have experimented with a prototype. This
is not a problem with programs constructed in our calculus. The inadequateprototype can be used to derive some
higher order functions that can then be used immediately
to implement a solution to the revised requirements. In the
next section, we show how higher order functions that are
derived from passage#l can be used to implement more
powerful ‘calculators’.

numb)
sub[VAL
1 sl,
VAL t ~331

subtraction

t ]

Example
use of interpreters
summ [([],words
"one plus
one plus
=> [([VAL
11, ["plus","one","plus","two","."]
([VAL 2],["plus","two","."]),
([VAL 41, [“.“I)1

VAL num

summ =
$(sl
numb)
[rule
3.1

[numb.val

The following examples illustrate application of the interpreters sums and expr. Note that summ returns three
results since there are three successfulparsesof the input :

[I

We now identify those ‘attributes’ that are relevant to the
problem. In this example we are only interested in the
VALue of numbs such as “one” and the VALue of exprs
such as “minus (one plus two)“, etc. (If the required
program were a text processor,then the length of the string
“one” would be a relevant attribute.) The required attribute
is introduced by a type declaration :
attribute

same

summa ::= numb "plusm

!'I) 11

summO.val
expr

t =

4 Higher Order Functions that
Capture Patterns of Computation
in the Interpreters

t s2]]

The technique, described in section 1, that was used to
derive the definition of the function f oldr from the definition of the function sumli st can also be used to derive
higher order functions from executable attribute grammars.
For example, one parameterisationof the definitions of the
interpreters in passage#l gives the following higher order
functions :

(x + y)
(x - y)
(- x)

This attribute grammar is no more than the grammar of
the input examples augmented with ‘rules’ indicating how
attributes of some syntactic constructs can be computed
from attributes of other related syntactic constructs. In the
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seqq
$(sl

intl
int2
intl)
[rule
4.1

I
$(sl

intl...s2
[rule

pair
4(sl

4.2

intl
int2
intl...s2
[rule
4.3

bracketed

int

where
summ
product
subtr
power
negation

f v =
(v t lhs)

<-

int2
. . . s3 (seqq
(v t lhs)
<g v =
int2...s3
(v t lhs)
=

!"("

same[v

intl
f[v

T sll]

int2
f v))
t s1,v t ~313

<-

intl)
g[v

t sl,v

@ int

@

h[v

t s3]]

! 11) 11

t ~231

For example, the higher order function seqq takes four arguments: two interpreters, a two-argument function and an
attribute constructor v. An interpreter is returned as result.
The original interpreter sunun as well as new interpreters
with a similar structure can be defined by supplying appropriate arguments to seqq. For example :
Example
definitions
of interpreters
new - summ = seqq numb (!"plus")
add VAL
= seqq numb (!"times")
where
mult
[VAL x,VAL yl

mult

int2
j v =
intl...sil
int2)
[rule
4.6(
v t lhs)

= VAL

(x * y)

VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL

<-

j[v

(summ I product

= VAL
= VAL

(X
(X

* y)
^ y)

[VAL l,VAL
[VAL x,VAL

11 = VAL 1
y] = VAL 0

l-or
l-or

[VAL 0,VAL
[VAL x,VAL

01 = VAL 0
y] = VAL 1

l-n-3

l,VAL
x,VAL

0]
y]

[VAL 11
[VAL 0]

= VAL 0
= VAL 1
= VAL 0
= VAL 1

Note that we represent True by VAL 1 and False
VAL 0 in the definition of the interpreter boolexpr.
Example
numexpr

t s2]]

I subtr

y]
y]

(!"plus")
(!"times")
(!"minus")
(!,,-ll)
numexpr

l-and
l-and

l-neg

boolexpr

One of the advantagesof applying a ‘function level’ approach to the construction of passagesis that the higher
order functions obtained are more general than the original functions from which they were derived. For example,
using the higher order functions above together with the
operators mterm and I , we can define more powerful
interpreters as executable specifications. For example, consider the following in which the attribute functions add,
mult, sub, and negate are defined as in passage#l:
PASSAGE#2
numexpr
=
numb
I bracketed
I negation

PASSAGE#3
boolexpr
=
boolean
I bracketed
(conj
I disj
I implic)
I complement
where
boolean
= term
("t" , [VAL 11)
I term
("f",
[VAL 01)
1 and
conj
= seqq boolexpr
(!"&")
disj
i or
= seqq boolexpr
(!"or")
implic
= pair
boolexpr
(!I,>")
l-implies
l-neg
complement
= ps (!"-'I)
boolexpr

l-implies[VAL
l-implies[VAL

VAL

In addition to deriving higher order functions from complete interpreters, we can also derive them from parts of
interpreters. For example, the function ps standing for
‘prefixed interpreter’ can be derived from the secondalternative in the production for expr :
ps intl
$(s

VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL

seqq numexpr
seqq numexpr
pair
numexpr
pair
numexpr
ps (!"minus")

mult
[VAL x,VAL
raise[VAL
x,VAL

sTor-ps
intl
int2
h v =
rntl
I
$(sl
int2...s2
intl)
[rule
4.4 (v 1 lhs)
<-

productt

add
mult
sub
raise
negate

=
=
=
=
=

by

use of the interpreters
[([],words"(one
plus
(two ^ two)).")]
=>
[ ([VAL 53, [“.“I)1
[([J,words"-(t
=>

[ ([VAL

& (f > f)
01 r [“.“I)

& - f).")]
1

5 A Passage In Which Inherited
Attributes Are Used
Passage#l is not the only solution to the original problem.
An alternative solution, passage#4,which uses inherited as
well as synthesisedattributes can be constructed as shown
below. In passage#4,the function negate is passeddown,
as an attribute, to the interpreter numb' where it is applied.
The attribute declaration has to be modified accordingly to
accommodatethe new inherited attribute NCTX :

1 power)
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PASSAGE#Q
attribute
::=
numb' =
* (sl numb,
[rule 5.1(VAL

1 lhs)

Higher order functions can be derived from passage#4in
a similar manner to those derived from passage#l. However, on examining such higher order functions, one would
discover that it is not possible to use them to specify an
interpreter that is equivalent M boolexpr and which uses
inherited attributes. This is becauselogical negation does
not distribute over conjunction or disjunction. Also, one
would find that it is not possible to use the functions to
specify an interpreter that, for example, cancels consecutive applications of negation (arithmetic or logical).
However, the higher order functions derived from passage#4 can be generalised to accommodate such cases.
This generalisation may be achieved by introducing an ‘intensional’ identifier for the attribute function being passed
down as an inherited attribute. The resulting higher order
functions are as follows :

<- apply - ctx[NCTX 1 lhs,
VAL T sll]

summ' =
1c, (sl numb',
[rule 5.2 (VAL 1 lhs)
rule 5.3 (NCTX 1 sl)
II, (~1
[rule

6 Higher Order Functions
From Passage#4

VAL num
I NCTX([attributel->attribute)

<- same [VAL 1 sl],
<- same[NCTX
I lhsll

numb'...s2
"plus"...s3
summ')
5.4 (VAL 7 lhs) <- addI VAL t ~1,
VAL t ~31,
5.5 (NCTX 1 sl) <- same[NCTX 1 lhsl,
5.6 (NCTX 1 ~3) <- same[NCTX 1 lhsll

rule
rule

subtraction'
=
$ (sl numb'...s2
"minus"...s3
numb')
[rule 5.7 (VAL T lhs) <add[VAL
t sl,
VAL t s3],
rule 5.8 (NCTX 1 sl) <- same[NCTX 1 lhs],
rule 5.9 (NCTX 1 ~3) <- cneg[NCTX 1 lhs]]
compound'

= subtraction'

br-compound'

= !"('I

[rule
rule

cneg

1 lhs,
v t sill

intl
int2 f g h v =
1c, (sl intl)
[rule 6.2 (v t lhs)
<- same[v t ~11,
rule 6.3 (CTX 1 sl)
<- g[CTX 1 lhsll

sew’
<- same[VAL t ~13,
<- same [NCTX 1 lhsll

1c, (sl

intl...s2
int2
. . . s3 (seqq'
[rule 6.4 (v 1 lhs)

The attribute functions for passage#4 include same,
negate,
and add from passage#l together with the following functions :
f,VAL

<- f[CTX

@ ! 11) 11

@ compound'

!"minus".
. . s2 br-compound')
5.12 (VAL t lhs) <- same OVAL t ~21,
5.13 (NCTX 1 ~2) <- cneg[NCTX 1 lhsll

apply-ctx[NCTX

::= VAL num 1 CTX [char]

contxt - sens' int f v =
1c, (sl int)
[rule 6.1 (v t lhs)

I summ'

expr' =
$ (sl br-compound')
[rule 5.10 (VAL t lhs)
rule 5.11 (NCTX 1 sl)

1c, (sl

attribute

rule
rule

x1 = f [VAL xl

[NCTX hl = NCTX hn
where
hn v = h [negate

6.5
6.6

intl
<-

(CTX 1 sl) <(CTX J. ~3) <-

f g h v))
1 lhs,
t sl,
t s31,
1 lhsl,
1 lhs]]

pair'
intl
int2 f g h v =
$ (sl intl...s2
int2...s3
intl)
[rule 6.7 (v t lhs)
<- f[CTX

VI
rule
rule

The function cneg takes the inherited ‘context’ function h
and ‘composes’ it with the function negate to form a new
‘context’ attribute that is to be passeddown as an inherited
attribute (which may or may not be composedagain with
negate) until it is applied by the interpreter numb'.
Example use of the interpreter
expr'
[([NCTX same] ,
words "minus ( two minus
=> [([VAL (-1)1,["."1)1

int2
f[CTX
v
v
g[CTX
h[CTX

bracketed'

6.8
6.9
int

(CTX 1 sl) C(CTX 1 ~3) <=

!,,(,,

@ int

int2 f g v =
Ps' intl
$ (sl intl...s2
int2)
[rule 6.10 (v t lhs)
<rule 6.11 (CTX 1 s2) <-

one ).")I

v
v
g[CTX
h[CTX

1 lhs,
t sl,
t s31,
1 lhsl,
1 lhs]]

! 11) 11

f[v t s21,
g[CTX 1 lhsll

The following example illustrates use of these higher order
functions. The functions boolean, l-and, l-or, l-neg
and same are as defined earlier.
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7 An Example of (informal)
Passage Transformation

PASSAGE#5
boolexp'
=
boolean'
1 bracketed'
I complmnt'

(conj'

I disj'

I implic')

where
boolean'

=

conj'

=

disj'

=

implic'

=

complmnt'

=

apply-ctx'
apply-ctx'

[CTX "pos",y]
[CTX "neg",y]

=Y
= l-neg

[yl

ctx - and
ctx - and

[CTX "pos",y,z]
[CTX "neg",y,z]

= l-and
= l-or

[y,z]
[Yr 21

ctx - or
ctx - or

[CTX "pos",y,z]
[CTX "neg",y,z]

= l-or
= l-and

[Y, 21
[y,z]

opp
opp

contxt

Clearly there is somerelationship between the higher order
‘interpreter making’ functions that we have defined. Algebraic identities similar to those relating foldr
and map
can be proven for them. In the following, we present an
example that illustrates an informal use of such identities.
Passage#6below is a clause form translator for propositional logic. The interpreter propexpr
accepts well
formed formulas of propositional logic as input and converts them to clausal form. The interpreter is defined using
the higher order functions seqq etc that were derived from
passage#l. Note that CCFS stands for ‘conjunctive clause
form set’.

boolean
apply-ctx'
VAL
seqq'
boolexp'
(!"&")
ctx and
VAL same same
seqq'
boolexp'
(!"or")
ctx or
VAL same same
pair'
boolexp'
(!">")
VAL
opp same
ctx or
(!I'-")
boolexp'
ps'
same
VAL
OPP

[CTX "neg"]
[CTX "pas"]

- sens'

PASSAGE#6
attribute
disjclformset
disjclause
conjclause
literal

= CTX "~0s"
= CTX "neg"

For example, we can read the definition of implic'
follows :

as

“An implication is a pair of boolean expressionsseparated
by the symbol >;”
“the result returned for an implication is obtained by applying the function ctx-or to the two vALue attributes of
the boolean expressionsthat constitute the implication;”
9 “the inherited context in which the first boolean expression in an implication is to be evaluated is opposite to
the context inherited by the implication;”
9 “the inherited context in which the second boolean expression is to be evaluated is the same as the context
inherited by the implication.”

l

l

In each ‘production’ the functions following the constructor
VAL indicate how the inherited context is to be changed
before being passedto the component interpreters.
Example
boolexp'
=>

use

of

the

interpreter

[ ([CTX "pos"],words
'I- ( t & ( f > f
[([VAL
O,["."])]

) & - f ) .'I) ]
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.. .=
CCFS
.
::=
DCFS
::= DISJCL
::= CONJCL
==

[disjclause]
[conjclause]
[literal]
[literal]

[char]

propexpr
=
var
I bracketed
(conj
I disj
I implic)
I complmnt
where
conj
= seqq propexpr
( !"&I') ccf and CCFS
disj
= seqq propexpr
(!"or")
ccf or CCFS
implic
= pair
propexpr
( !">")
ccf imp CCFS
propexpr
ccf:neg
CCFS
complmnt
= ps 1 !"-")
var
= mkint
[ ("p", [CCFS[DISJCL["p"]]]),
("q", [CCFS[DISJCL["q"]]]),
etc

The attribute functions are all defined in terms of functions
from clause form logic. We do not give the details here.
Example
use of the interpreter
propexpr
[ ([],words
‘I- (q & (q ) P)
=> [([CCFS
[DISJCL
["-p","-q","p"],
DISJCL
["-q","p","q"]]],

& - p) .‘I) 1
["."])I

Passage#6is inefficient. In particular, application of the
function ccf-neg
(however it is implemented) is very
costly. Someof this inefficiency can be removed if negative
contexts are ‘passeddown’ to atomic formulas by repeated
application of deMorgan’s laws. Also double negationscan
be cancelled in the process.
Taking these factors into consideration, passage#6 was
transformed informally to passage#7given below. Passage#7, which is built using the functions seqq' etc is
a complete efficient theorem prover for propositional logic.

PASSAGE#7
attribute

.. ..=

disjclause
literal

::=
==

Passage#7is a complete theoremprover for propositional
logic. Valid expressionsare converted to the empty clause
set by the interpreter propexpr’.
An implication “@
implies q)” is converted to the empty conjunctive clause
set iff ‘q’ is a theorem of ‘p’. Changing the context to CTX
"neg"
converts propexpr'
to a consistencychecker; the
empty conjunctive clause form set is returned iff the input
expression is inconsistent.
The theoremprover is efficient in that theoremhoodis established during the process of conversion to clausal form
(tautologous clausesare removed when created). Note that
we are not claiming to have worked majic when we state
that the theorem prover is efficient; the complexity remains
exponential, conversion to clausal form is exponential in the
depth of the nested disjunctions that are performed. However, further manipulation of the clauses, eg by resolution,
is no longer required.

CCFS [disjclause]
I CTX boo1
DISJCL
[literal]
[char]

propexpr'
=
var'
I bracketed'
(conj'
( disj'
( implic')
I complement'
where
var'
= contxt
sens'
var apply
ctx'
CCFS
conj'
= seqq'-propexprr
(!"&"T
ctx ccfand
CCFS same same
disj'
= seqq'
propexpr'
(!"or")
ctx ccfor
CCFS same same
implic'
= pair'
propexpr'
(!m>")
ctx ccfor
CCFS opp same
complement'
= ps'
( !'-")
propexpr'
CCFS opp
var = mkint
[("p",
[CCFS[DISJCL["p"]]]),
("q", [CCFS[DISJCL["q"]]]),
etc.
apply
ctx' [CTX "pos",y
=
1
Y
apply:ctx'
[CTX "neg",']
= simple-neg[y]
simple-neg[CCFS[DISJCL[l]]]

[CTX "pos",y,z]
[CTX "neg",y,z]

= ccf' and
= ccf-or-

[y,z]
[Y, 21

ctx - ccfor
ctx - ccfor

[CTX "pos",y,z]
[CTX "neg", y, z]

= ccf-or
= ccf-and

[y,z]
[y,z]

OPP
OPP

[CTX "neg"]
[CTX "pas"]

= CTX "pas"
= CTX "neg"

[CCFS dcs, CCFS dcs']
2 CCFS (mkset
(dcs

++ dcs'))

ccf-or
[CCFS dcs, CCFS dcs']
=
CCFS (mkset
[newclause
I(DISJCL
cl)<dcs;
( DISJCL c2 )<- dcs';
newclause
<- [DISJCL
(unite
cl c2)];
not-taut
newclause])
not - taut

(DISJCL c)
=
[ll
I 11 <- c; 12 <11 = (negate-lit

negate
lit
I'-'
: x) = x
= 1-r : Y
negate-lit Y
unite
cl c2 = (sort
. mkset) (cl

Example
propexpr"

c;
12)J

= [I

++ ~2)
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use of the interpreter
[([CTX
words

=> [([CCFS

"pas"],
I'- (9

[II,

& (q > p)

Comments

The notion that programs can be regarded as language
interpreters is not new, and the use of attribute grammars
as a general programming tool has been suggestedby a
number of other researchers.Related work includes that of
Edupuganty and Bryant [3], Hehner and Silverberg [7], and
Johnsson [8]
The calculus that we have described in this paper may
be thought of as a step towards the realisation of a suggestion made by Knuth in 1971 [91 that executable attribute
grammars could serve as a declarative programming paradigm. The calculus allows fully general dependenciesbetween attributes : any inherited attribute for any interpreter
can be defined in terms of any synthesisedattribute of any
other interpreter appearingin the sameproduction, irrespective of position, together with any inherited attributes from
the left-hand-side (ie the context); also the synthesisedattributes returned by an interpreter can be defined in terms of
any of the synthesised attributes of any of the component
interpreters together with any other synthesised attributes
returned by that interpreter.
Calculation of passage#7from passage#6was carried out
informally. The relationships between seqq and seqq' '
etc. were not used formally. The problem of identifying,
representing and manipulating such identities is the subject
of our ongoing research.

=
CCFS[DISJCL['-':l]J

ctx-ccfand
ctx ccfand

ccf - and

8 Concluding

& - p) .'I) I

I”.“l)l
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=
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